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channels, bulbs, and angles. These are cramped on the plate floor, and
are bent to the required shape by a portable" bender, using fulcrum pin
in the most convenient hole of the plate floor, the lighter sections being
bent cold.
Fig. 16 shows a common type of wheel press used for forcing on and
taking off locomotive, railway wagon, and car wheels, and is operated by
an electrically driven two-throw two-pressure pump, in which the larger
ram automatically knocks off, and the smaller ram relieves at predetermined
pressures, the main ram being drawn back by weight. The wheels are
usually rolled into the press and the axle lifted to the required height and
suspended from the hooks of the adjustable monkey carriage.
MANHOLE  PUNCHES
Fig. 17 shows a handy form of shipyard tool, the frame being of the
open-sided type in which the punches and dies are 'arranged for fixing in
two positions at right angles, so that oval holes may be punched either
lengthway or crosswise; and the same machine with interchangeable tools
may be used for bending, flanging, and joggling. The handiest joggling
tools are those with adjustable jaws, which will take in a variety of work,
such as angle, bulb, channel, and plate sections.
CHAPTER VI
Steam-hydraulic Presses
A very great expansion in the use of steam-hydraulic presses for forging
and shearing has taken place during recent years. Formerly presses were
mainly employed for the production of heavy forgings, their slow speed
of working making them unsuitable for the medium and lighter classes of
work; but the introduction of the steam-hydraulic press, and more par-
ticularly the improvements effected in its system of working, have entirely
altered the position, and enable such presses to be employed in place of
steam hammers with a considerable improvement in the output and appreci-
able saving of steam, as hammers are admittedly very wasteful in steam
consumption.
The steam-hydraulic system of forging press operation is now so well
known that a detailed description is hardly necessary. Speaking generally,
the power is obtained by means of an intensifier, consisting of a steam
cylinder working in conjunction with a hydraulic cylinder, the steam piston
having a positive connection with the hydraulic ram. A steam pressure
of say 150 Ib. per square inch acting on the large area of the steam piston
multiplies the pressure on the small area of the hydraulic ram, giving a

